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"SCARY" HALLOWEEN PROJECTS
Design by: RockinRenee (6 Projects)
About me: I am a stay at hom e m om that
loves to craft in m y spare tim e. I have a very
eclectic taste both in style and crafting, so you
will find all sorts of different things on m y blog.
Hope you will visit!

Project skill level: moderate
Project time: 1 hour to 2 hours
Project tags: Boxes/Bags/Tags Halloween

Feminine Party Decorations/Favors Holiday Layouts Seasonal
Cards Holiday Décor Playful
Here are four Hallow een projects you can make using 5
patterned and 2 solid colored cardstock sheets w ith misc
embellishments.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® Chic & Scary
Cartridge

Cricut Expression&reg;
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OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
5 Patterned Sheets of Cardstock

2 Solid Sheets of cardstock

Black and Ivory Tulle

Misc Gemstones

Ivory Mesh

Paper Doily

Black Seam Binding ribbon

Black Polyester Ribbon

Linen Thread

Sewing Machine (optional)

Black Ink

Grey vellum

PROJECT CUT FILES
Circle Mania.ccr

Cricut Craft Room™
Exclusives, Teresa
Collins Basics

STEP 1
BANNER:
1. Using black ink, ink the edges (if desired) of the smaller triangular banner pieces and adhere to the larger banner pieces, altering the
pattern from right side up to upside down.
2. Cut 12” from the black tulle strand and set aside. Now use the larger piece left and weave the first banner piece on starting from front to
back, then back to front and repeat until all 7 banner piece are aligned and evenly spaced across the tulle. There should be about 12
inches left hanging from each side (about a 1 ½” space between banner pieces).
3. Using the ivory colored tulle, cut off 8 4” pieces. Tie a simple knot at each end of the banner and between each banner piece.
4. Starting with the second banner, adhere the letter “S” to the center of the banner and continue adhering one letter to each banner piece
until the word “SCARY” is complete.
5. Take the two pieces of beige netting and adhere as desired to the two end pieces.
6. Take the owl and pumpkin cuts and layer them together. I used the checkerboard pattern of the smaller pumpkin and the webbed
pattern of the larger pumpkin for the top layer of each.
7. Pop dot the assembled cuts to the outer pieces of the banner as desired. Take the 3 bat cuts and layer them onto the banner letter
pieces as desired (I used the webbed side).
8. Add rhinestones to the lettering at the joints and ends.

STEP 2
SCRAPBOOK PAGE:
1. Begin with the 12” x 12” scrapbook page. Cut the branding portion off the bottom.
2. Take the 11” black ribbon and adhere to the page just above the “memories” box.
3. Take the 12” title strip and cut off the vertical lettering portion. Center on top of the 11” black ribbon and adhere.
4. Adhere the doily piece to the bottom left corner, leaving the black border showing.
5. Fussy cut a piece of black cardstock onto the back of the lettering “OCTOBER” of the white OCTOBER 31 circle cut. Using black ink, ink
the edges and lettering (if desired).
6. Adhere the white OCTOBER 31 circle cut to the orange and black patterned circle.
7. Using black ink, ink the edges of the white 31 numbers and adhere to the right portion of the circle cut. Add rhinestones to the
numbering at the joints and ends.
8. Adhere the completed OCTOBER 31 cut to the top of the doily as desired.
9. Take the two 4x6 black cardstock mats and adhere to the page above the black 11” ribbon as desired.

STEP 3
CARD:
1. Adhere the black polka dotted 4” x 5 ¼” mat to the A2 sized kraft colored card base, ensuring the white polka dot closest to the edge is in
the top left most corner (this is your moon).
2. Using black ink, ink the edges of the scallop (if desired).
3. Take the “chic” witch silhouette and fussy cut the circle off (the portion off her hat and the portion off her shoes).
4. Center to and adhere the “chic” witch to the scallop.
5. Take the black seam binding and tie a double bow around the scallop, just below the “chic” witches’ dress.

6. Align, and adhere the phrase scallop to the right side of the black polka dot mat (leaving the kraft border showing).
7. Layer the white “31” semi circle on top of the solid black semi circle and adhere to the left bottom corner of the card, leaving the kraft
border showing.
8. Adhere the large rhinestone to the center of the double bow.
9. Add rhinestones to the numbering at joints and ends.

STEP 4
TREAT BAG or LUMINARY:? 1. Take the diamond patterned box cut and score along edges to create the sides and bottom.
2. Take the gray vellum square and adhere to the inside of the owl portion (lined). Ensure the matte finish faces out.
3. Assemble the box using your favored adhesive medium (I like using score tape for my boxes because the adhesive keeps the boxes
together).
4. Using black ink, ink the box edges (if desired).
5. Using the 12” black tulle set aside from the banner project; tie the two handles together in a bow.
6. Using black ink, ink the edges of the “TREAT” tag (if desired).
7. Take the “TREAT” tag and tie on to the black tulle in a bow using the copper colored cord.
8. Using the rhinestones, embellish as desired. I added three rhinestones to the bottom most left corner.
9. Fill the box with treats to give to someone special or display it with a battery operated tea light candle.

RELATED PROJECTS
Gate Gift Bag

View details
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Princess Box

View details

Frog Prince Gift Bag

View details

